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Abstract Pmel17 is a multidomain protein involved in
biosynthesis of melanin. This process is facilitated by the
formation of Pmel17 amyloid fibrils that serve as a scaffold, important for pigment deposition in melanosomes. A
specific luminal domain of human Pmel17, containing 10
tandem imperfect repeats, designated as repeat domain
(RPT), forms amyloid fibrils in a pH-controlled mechanism
in vitro and has been proposed to be essential for the formation of the fibrillar matrix. Currently, no three-dimensional structure has been resolved for the RPT domain of
Pmel17. Here, we examine the structure of the RPT domain
by performing sequence threading. The resulting model
was subjected to energy minimization and validated
through extensive molecular dynamics simulations. Structural analysis indicated that the RPT model exhibits several
distinct properties of b-solenoid structures, which have
been proposed to be polymerizing components of amyloid
fibrils. The derived model is stabilized by an extensive
network of hydrogen bonds generated by stacking of highly
conserved polar residues of the RPT domain. Furthermore,
the key role of invariant glutamate residues is proposed,
supporting a pH-dependent mechanism for RPT domain
assembly. Conclusively, our work attempts to provide
structural insights into the RPT domain structure and to
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elucidate its contribution to Pmel17 amyloid fibril
formation.
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Introduction
Pmel17 (known also as PMEL, Silver, SILV, gp100, and
ME20) is a multidomain type I transmembrane glycoprotein, expressed in lysosome-like organelles of melanocyte
cells, known as melanosomes [1–3]. Pmel17 self-assembles
into intraluminal filament arrays [3, 4] which are widely
considered as functional protective amyloid [5–7], an
emerging concept dictating that organisms often exploit the
intriguing structural properties of amyloids in order to
support important biological processes [8–10]. This fibrillar matrix has an important role in pigment biosynthesis,
since it serves as a template for deposition of melanin and
possibly contributes in sequestration of toxic intermediates
produced during melanin synthesis [5]. After expression,
Pmel17 is heavily glycosylated within the ER and Golgi
apparatus [11]. Subsequently, it is cleaved by a proprotein
convertase (PC) into two individual fragments, an N-terminal luminal fragment and a C-terminal membrane-bound
part, designated as Ma and Mb, respectively (Fig. 1) [12,
13]. The former is the polymerizing component leading to
Pmel17 fibril formation and is composed of three individual domains, namely the N-terminal region (NTR), a
polycystic kidney disease-like domain (PKD) and the
repeat domain (RPT) [14, 15]. The Mb fragment consists of
a Kringle-like domain (KRG) [16] and a C-terminal fragment, containing the transmembrane and cytoplasmic
domain (TM and CTF, respectively) [15]. The PKD
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domain has been postulated to promote intracellular trafficking of Pmel17 to intralumenal vescicles [17]. Additionally, studies have also proposed that it is part of the
Pmel17 amyloid fibril core, with the NTR and RPT domain
having a regulatory role [15, 18]. On the other hand, several experimental studies indicate that the RPT domain
forms amyloid-like fibrils in vitro [19–25], whereas supporting evidence indicates that deletion of the RPT leads to
complete loss of Pmel17 fibril formation [6]. Interestingly,
the RPT domain, containing 10 tandem imperfect repeats
(Fig. 1b), has been proposed to participate in a pH-dependent mechanism of Pmel17 amyloid fibril formation
[21–23], albeit no experimental evidence suggest such an
in vivo mechanism [15]. Specifically, experimental results
indicate that RPT fibrils are formed in vitro only under
mildly acidic conditions and completely dissolve when the
pH is increased [23, 24]. This reversible mechanism has
been proposed to have important biological implications by
allowing Pmel17 aggregation only under the mildly acidic
melanosome pH (*4.5–5.5) and concurrently protecting
from cytotoxic effects by preventing aggregation under the
neutral cytosolic pH [22].
The three-dimensional structure of the RPT domain of
Pmel17 is currently unknown. However, several theoretical and experimental studies have indicated that proteins
composed of repeats of 5–40 residues, such as the RPT

domain, most commonly form closed superhelical structures, known as solenoids [26–29]. More specifically,
repeats at the lower end of that range usually lead to the
formation of b-solenoid structures, which have been
previously associated with being polymerizing components of amyloids [29–32]. The polypeptide chain coils
around the axis of the solenoid forming successively
stacked coils, each composed of single or multiple
repeats. Since b-solenoid repeats consist of several polar
residues, the stacked coils are coordinated and organized
by a network of H-bonds, formulated between the polar
side chains and with the polypeptide backbone [26–29].
Analysis has previously indicated that b-solenoid proteins
presenting sequence identity close to or above 18 % tend
to have similar folds [33]. In our work, by performing
structural and computational analysis of the RPT domain,
we propose that the RPT domain of Pmel17 folds as a bsolenoid structure, stabilized by an extensive network of
hydrogen-bonded ladders formed by conserved stacked
polar residues. Furthermore, we attempt to elucidate how
the characteristic b-solenoid properties of the RPT
domain may have both functional and structural implications in the formation of the Pmel17 fibrillar matrix.
Briefly, our results provide structural insights into the
RPT domain signifying its importance in the formation of
Pmel17 amyloid fibrils.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the Pmel17 multidomain protein.
a Pmel17 is cleaved by a proprotein convertase (PC) into two major
fragments, known as Ma and Mb, respectively. The former, considered responsible for the formation of Pmel17 amyloid fibrils, contains
three distinct domains, the NTR domain, the PKD domain and the
RPT domain. b The RPT domain is composed of ten tandem

imperfect repeats, composed of 13 residues each. c The characteristic
pattern of the Pmel17 tandem repeats. The strong presence of polar
residues, at the expense of hydrophobic or aromatic residues is clearly
seen. Furthermore, the high content of Pro residues, in addition to the
highly conserved Glu residues is also highlighted
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Materials and methods
Multiple sequence alignment
Sequence segments of the Pmel17 protein from several
vertebrate species, corresponding to the RPT domain, were
extracted from Uniprot [34], with the following accession
numbers: P40967 (Homo sapiens), I0FGN0 (Macaca
mulatta), H2Q669 (Pan troglodytes), L8YCF6 (Tupaia
chinensis), A0A0D9QZ09 (Chlorocebus sabaeus),
A0A096NUA0 (Papio anubis), H2NHM7 (Pongo abelii),
G3TDI1 (Loxodonta africana), G1L8V7 (Ailuropoda
melanoleuca), M3WJU4 (Felis catus), F7HR25 (Callithrix
jacchus), G1P0J6 (Myotis lucifugus), M3XPD4 (Mustela
putorius furo), H0WVH1 (Otolemur garnettii), G1SEI3
(Oryctolagus cuniculus), W5PM53 (Ovis aries), H0VFQ9
(Cavia porcellus), Q60696 (Mus musculus), Q06154 (Bos
taurus), Q98917 (Gallus gallus), A7XY82 (Canis familiaris), F7DCG1 (Equus caballus), L5KV09 (Pteropus
alecto), G5BB96 (Heterocephalus glaber), L8I091 (Bos
mutus), J9RN89 (Capra hircus). Initial detection of
sequence repeats was performed by applying TRUST [35],
Internal Repeats Finder [36], HHrepID [37] and RADAR
[38], tools that specialize in detecting tandem and divergent sequence repeats. Multiple sequence alignment of the
species-specific repetitive segments identified was subsequently performed utilizing ClustalW [39] and Jalview
[40]. Finally, all species repeat segments were fitted to the
well-reviewed repetitive segments of human Pmel17 by
applying ClustalW and manual editing utilizing Jalview,
resulting to the final multiple sequence alignment of the
RPT domains (Fig. 2).
Prediction of RPT domain b-solenoid propensity
The REPETITA algorithm was applied [41], in order to
identify the emerging propensity of the human RPT
domain (315–444) of Pmel17 to adopt a b-solenoid structure. Specifically, solenoid prediction was performed by
applying the REPETITA web tool (http://protein.bio.unipd.
it/repetita) on the corresponding sequence of the RPT
domain (Fig. 3).
Comparative modelling of the RPT b-solenoid
structure
RepeatsDB was scanned in order to identify a suitable bsolenoid structure that could serve as template [42]. As a
result, the crystal structure (PDB ID: 1P9H) of the collagen-binding domain of Yersinia enterocolitica adhesin
(YadA) was selected [43]. Sequence alignment of the first
five consecutive repeats of Pmel17 to the b-solenoid
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domain of the aforementioned crystal structure of YadA
was performed using ClustalW [39] and manual editing
utilizing Jalview [40]. The sequence alignment was guided
by previous experimental data regarding the RPT domain,
derived through NMR [19]. Specifically, previous detailed
experiments have indicated that all hydrophobic Val and
Leu residues, in addition to most of the Met residues found
within the RPT repeats of Pmel17 are in extended (bstrand) conformations. Correspondingly, fitting of the RPT
to YadA repeats was performed in an attempt to meet these
structural demands. The five RPT repeat modelled
ensemble was utilized as a template, during a second round
of modelling for the remaining five C-terminal RPT
repeats. Based on the above, a three-dimensional model of
the RPT domain of Pmel17 (315–444) was constructed.
The final repeat (431–444) has an extremely high content
in proline (Pro) and negatively charged residues (seven out
of thirteen residues). This indicates that the last repetitive
segment is most probably unstructured and does not contribute to the b-solenoid fold but probably acts as a
C-terminal cap [29]. Threading was carried out utilizing
Modeller9v12 [44].
Molecular dynamics simulations
A number of molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the produced model for the refinement and
subsequent evaluation of the Pmel17 RPT domain structural features. The generated model was initially refined
through a short simulated annealing protocol with harmonic restraints. The model was subjected to thorough
conjugate gradient energy minimization. Subsequently the
system was gradually heated from 0 to 300 K and was left
to gradually cool down over 30 ps, followed by a final
short energy minimization. All solvent exposed glutamate
(Glu) and Asp residues were protonated and harmonic
restraints were applied to secondary structure elements
throughout the simulations. Refinement was performed
using the Generalized Born Implicit Solvent model [45] to
describe the environment and the CHARMM36 all-atom
force field [46, 47].
Subsequent simulations used the Protein Atoms in
Coarse-Grained Environment (PACE) force field to model
the system [48]. PACE is a hybrid model, combining
representations in different resolutions to enable fast and
accurate simulations of biological systems and processes.
A united-atom representation is used to describe the proteins with all heavy atoms and polar hydrogens modelled
explicitly, while the solvent and ions are described using
the MARTINI Coarse-Grained force field [49], in which an
interaction particle describes, on average, four heavy
atoms. PACE has been parameterized to achieve accurate
reproduction of experimental thermodynamic data as well
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Fig. 2 Multiple sequence alignment of the RPT domain from several
vertebrate species. RPT domain regions are defined by the sequence
identifiers right before and after each aligned sequence. Subsequent
tandem repetitive units are enclosed in black boxes and numbered
sequentially. All species contain an RPT domain composed of ten
non-perfect 13-residue long repeats, except of O. aries, B. Taurus, B.
mutus, C. hircus and M. musculus that are missing the fourth
repetitive unit, L. africana missing the seventh and C. porcellus
missing both the fourth and fifth unit, in addition to half of the third

and sixth repeat, respectively. The evolutionary divergent chicken
RPT domain is composed of 12-residue repeats. Additionally, it
contains two additional repeats, shown in dotted red boxes, interposed
between the ninth and final repeat of the other vertebrate RPT
domains. The repeat units consist of highly conserved polar or
negatively charged residues and exhibit a strong preference for Gly
and Pro residues, respectively. Finally, the C-terminal repeat unit
presents significantly lower conservation, however displays an
increased content in Pro or negatively charged residues in all species

as results from all-atom simulations, while at the same time
enabling an about 30-times increase in simulation performance. The robustness of the force field has been validated
for a diverse range of proteins and processes, including the
equilibration of a-helical and b-barrel transmembrane
proteins embedded in lipid bilayers and micelles [50], the
successful folding of small all-a and all-b protein domains

[48, 51] and the thermodynamics of fibril elongation in
amyloid-b aggregates [52].
The lowest energy model obtained from refinement was
used to build the initial systems. The PACE v1.3 united
atom model was used to describe the protein, while
MARTINI v. 2.0 was used to model the solvent [48, 49].
The model was inserted in a 100 9 100 9 120 Å water
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Fig. 3 Output of the REPETITA method [41]. The scatter plot y-axis
contains information of the optimal h-ratio versus Zmax (x-axis) for
the training sets and the RPT domain of human Pmel17 (residues
315–444). Red crosses correspond to non-solenoid proteins of the
training set, whereas green crosses correspond to solenoid structures,
respectively. The RPT domain prediction, indicated with a blue
square, clearly falls within the region of solenoid structures

box and all solvent exposed Glu and Asp residues were
protonated. The system was subjected to 5000 steps of
conjugate gradient energy minimization and was subsequently equilibrated over 1 ns, applying harmonic constraints of gradually decreasing strength on the protein
atoms. Finally, the equilibrated systems were simulated
without any restraints for 100 ns. All simulations were
performed in the isothermal–isobaric ensemble (NPT) with
temperature and pressure controlled at 310 K and
1.013 bar (*1 atm.), respectively, using periodic boundary conditions and a 5 fs timestep.
Three independent simulations, initiated with randomized velocity, were carried out for the system using the
described simulation protocol. The last 10 ns from each
simulation result were concatenated and clustered using the
quality threshold clustering algorithm [53]. The root mean
square deviation (RMSD) between frames was used as the
distance function during clustering, with a cut-off value of
1.0 Å between superimposed atoms. The centroids of the
clusters representing the top 95 % of the analyzed trajectories were extracted and the lowest energy conformation
was chosen to represent the final model.
An important limitation of the generalized born solvent,
as well as the hybrid united-atom/Coarse-Grained representation adopted by the PACE simulations is the modelling of electrostatic interactions. Non-bonded interactions
are calculated using finite cut-offs and shifted potentials,
and, in particular, Coulomb electrostatics are screened
implicitly. While this enables faster simulations, it precludes the accurate estimation of the electrostatic potential,
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particularly for long-range interactions, which have been
found to have significant impact upon many biological
processes. As such, the effects of low pH conditions and
Glu protonation upon the Pmel17 RPT domain may not be
modelled adequately in a hybrid resolution model.
To further evaluate the contribution of electrostatics and
the importance of Glu protonation, the stability of the RPT
domain was evaluated with all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations in explicit solvent. The model generated by
clustering the PACE simulations was used as the basis for
the simulations. Two different systems were designed,
featuring either protonated or unprotonated solvent
exposed Glu and Asp residues. The CHARMM36 all-atom
force field and the TIP3P water model were used in the
simulations [46, 47]. Each model was embedded in a
100 9 100 9 120 Å solvent box, built with the TIP3P
water model and NaCl counterions. The systems were
energy minimized for 5000 steps and were subsequently
equilibrated over 1 ns, applying gradually decreasing
restraints on the proteins. Finally, each system was simulated without restraints. Simulations were performed in the
NPT ensemble, with temperature and pressure maintained
at 310 K and 1 atm, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were used and the Particle Mesh Ewald method was
applied to screen long range electrostatic interactions. Two
independent simulations were run for each system using
the described protocol, initialized with randomized
velocity.
All molecular dynamics simulations were performed
with NAMD Scalable Dynamics [54]. Simulation results
were analyzed using visual molecular dynamics (VMD)
[55], carma trajectory analysis [56] and in-house developed
scripts. The final models were further validated using
DSSP [57] and the WHAT-IF package [58]. Structural
alignments were performed using Dali [59, 60] and VMD.
Visualization and rendering were performed using VMD
and PyMOL [61]. Detailed information on the simulations
can be found in the Supplementary Material, available
online.

Results and discussion
Evolution of RPT domain repeat ensemble provides
evidence of a b-solenoid fold
Multiple sequence alignment of several vertebrate RPT
domains revealed that it is a variable region, in accordance
to previous studies suggesting that protein repeat segments
erode fast [62]. Significant differences emerged regarding
the number of repeats that are present in-between species.
Specifically, most species have a fixed number of ten
repeats composing the RPT domain, with the exception of
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six mammalian species, namely O. aries, B. taurus, B.
mutus, C. hircus, M. musculus and L. africana, which are
missing a single repetitive segment and C. porcellus which
is missing three repetitive segments. Additionally, the
evolutionary distant chicken RPT domain (G. gallus) presents two additional repeats and is, therefore, composed of
12 repetitive segments, respectively (Fig. 2). Impressively,
domains presenting incremental additions/deletions of
repeats, such as the RPT domain, usually occur in linear
structural arrangements, such as closed superhelical structures, known as solenoids that can accommodate the loss or
gain of repetitive segments by prolonging or limiting their
linear length [27, 62]. Supporting information is derived by
multiply aligning the subsequent cross-species sequence
repeats. Analysis indicated that the repeat length is conserved between species to an average of 13 residues, with
the exception of the chicken RPT domain which is composed primarily of 12-residue repeats. Such repeat lengths
fall within the length region (5–40 residues) of repetitive
segments commonly associated with the formation of bsolenoids [26–29].
Valuable information is extracted through analysis of
the amino acid composition and conservation of the RPT
repeats. The amino acid composition between species
revealed an extremely high content of residues with polar
side chains, in addition to the strong presence of glycine
(Gly) and Pro residues, respectively. Importantly, this
correlates to the amino acid composition of b-solenoids.
Such structures usually present a preference in residues
with polar side chains that are buried within the
hydrophobic core by formulating hydrogen bond ladders,
as well as a high content in Gly residues [26–29]. Moreover, impressive conservation is also witnessed for the Glu
residues of each repetitive segment. These residues have
been previously proposed to have an important role in the
formation of RPT amyloid fibrils [22, 25]. Furthermore,
Pro residues are also highly conserved, although they are
uncommon in amyloid-forming proteins (AFPs), since they
act as b-breakers and do not facilitate the ‘‘cross-b’’ fold of
amyloids. However, they are frequently accommodated in
b-solenoid structures by stacking interactions formed along
the b-helical axis [63]. Conclusively, the RPT domain of
Pmel17 shares several common properties to b-solenoid
structures.
Impressively, theoretical studies have previously postulated that b-solenoid structures could actually be the
polymerizing components of amyloid fibrils [8, 29–32].
Structural studies have associated several AFPs with a bsolenoid conformation or with b-solenoid-like structures
formed by stacked b-hairpins [8, 64–66]. Additionally,
structures of AFPs, obtained by solid state NMR promote
this suggestion, such as in the case of HET-s or Ab1–40 [67,
68]. Finally, a b-solenoid fold for the human RPT domain
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is further supported by utilizing the REPETITA algorithm
which specializes in discriminating b-solenoid from nonsolenoid protein sequences. The REPETITA prediction,
regarding the human RPT domain (qh = 4.127 and
Fmax = 5.584) undoubtedly falls within the region of bsolenoid protein sequences, suggesting a b-solenoid fold
with high certainty for the RPT domain, based on the
distance (1.52) of the prediction from the optimal line
separating b-solenoid from non-solenoid sequences
(Fig. 3).
Modelling of the human RPT domain b-solenoid
structure
A three dimensional model of the human RPT domain was
constructed utilizing the crystal structure of the collagen
binding domain of YadA as a template [43]. This selection
was based primarily on the similar length of the repetitive
segments (13–14 aa) YadA comprises and the relative
homology it presents to the RPT domain. Additionally, our
selection was also supported by the fact that the template
structure is composed of short b-strands, since the high Pro
content of the RPT domain restricts the formation of long
uninterrupted b-strands (Fig. 2). The derived model indicates that the human RPT domain folds into a left-handed
b-solenoid structure, which consists of 10 coils, formed by
each successive repetitive unit (Fig. 4b, c). The C-terminal
repeat of Pmel17, containing four Pro residues and three
negatively charged residues is, however, unstructured.
Supporting studies indicate that most b-solenoids are
C-terminally capped by terminal repeats commonly containing a high number of Pro residues, in order to forestall
polymerization [29, 69, 70]. Structural alignment experiments validate our model by indicating that it closely
resembles the template structure (RMSD 1.0 Å).
The stability and dynamics of the model were validated
by explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations under
constant temperature and pressure conditions. Simulations
were performed using the PACE hybrid resolution force
field, combining a united-atom representation of protein
atoms in near atomic detail with the use of a CoarseGrained solvent. Three independent 100 ns simulations
were carried out for the system and the results were evaluated by monitoring time-dependent geometrical properties
(Fig. S1-S4). The final configurations from each simulation
display small deviations from each other. The model
appears to reach equilibrium within the first 20 ns in each
simulation, with only minor changes observed with respect
to the initial protein coordinates, as indicated by the minor
(1.5–2.0 Å) changes in RMSD measured with respect to
the starting conformation (Fig. S1). Calculation of RMSD
with respect to the average structure, as well as the radius
of gyration show minor deviations as well after the first
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Fig. 4 Properties of the RPT b-solenoid structure, derived from
extensive coarse-grain MD simulations. a Positions of the highly
conserved Pro, Thr, Glu and Gln residues, playing an important role
in the formation of the b-solenoid structure, are highlighted in orange,
green, red and cyan colour, respectively. b View along the axis of the
b-solenoid structure indicates that it is an O-type b-solenoid structure,
based on the coil shape. Positions of the aforementioned conserved

residues are also indicated in sticks and colour-coded as in (a). c View
along the b-solenoid axis of the final RPT b-solenoid structure.
Hydrogen bond ladders are formed along the solenoid axis by the
conserved Thr (T-ladders), Glu (E-ladder) and Gln (Q-ladder)
residues, whereas the conserved Pro residues are stacked at the
exterior, stabilizing the structure and concurrently forming a potential
interaction interface

20 ns, suggesting the optimal packing quality of the model
(Fig. S2-S3). Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) analysis shows that the most profound fluctuations were
observed mainly for the N- and C-terminal regions of the
domain (Fig. S4), while the overall b-solenoid fold and
secondary structure elements remained intact.
Backbone hydrogen bonds between b-strands were
retained, with small fluctuations in average length of each
strand, as shown by secondary structure analysis (Fig. S5).
An exception to this case is the 394–410 region of the
model, in which the b-structure is slightly distorted. This is
caused by the presence of a Proline (Pro-395), which precludes the formation of hydrogen bonds between the two bstrands in the sheet. This results in a slightly shorter bstrand for the 395–400 region and a slight twist between
the 315–395 part and the rest of the model. However, the

structure seems to be stabilized by a salt bridge, formed by
the buried Glu-404 with a similarly buried Lysine (Lys378) and, as a result, the overall b-solenoid structure
remains stable. The lowered pH conditions would constitute the formation of a salt bridge between the two proposed residues improbable. However, both residues are
buried within the core of the b-solenoid fold. Therefore, it
is possible that the specific salt bridge is formed once the
general fold has occurred, within the hydrophobic core,
where the individual residues are no longer affected by the
acidic solvent conditions. Based on the above, it seems that
the salt bridge has a more stabilizing role in the final fold of
the RPT domain rather than guiding its formation. It should
be noted that this theoretical model meets most of the
restraints derived from solid-state NMR experiments [23,
24]; Met, Leu and Val residues are almost always in an
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extended conformation, with only one Val residue (Val381) being the exception, appearing in a turn between two
b-strands. This conformation was largely retained
throughout the 100 ns simulations (Fig. S5), with occasional fluctuations observed for residues in the b-strand
ends.
Interestingly, the close packing of Pro, Glu, Gln and Thr
residues and the associated ring stacking and hydrogen
bond ladders, originally observed in the starting model,
were also retained throughout the simulations. Close
packing interactions formed by these residues appear to be
pertinent to the RPT domain solenoid structure and are
presented in detail in the following sections. Overall, these
observations validate the stability and quality of the proposed b-solenoid structure model for the RPT domain.
Role of polar stacking in the RPT b-solenoid
structure
The derived b-solenoid structural model of the RPT
domain shares several common and distinguishable features of the b-solenoid fold. It is a left-handed O-type bsolenoid structure, with an extremely tight hydrophobic
core due to the small size of the repetitive coils. The core is
shaped mostly by repeat positions of aliphatic residues and
stacked glutamine residues forming an inward H-bond
ladder, located in the centre of the structure (Fig. 4). Burial
of their polar side chains is compensated by the formation
of H-bond ladders, a striking feature that further stabilizes
b-solenoid structures [28, 29]. Additionally, the structure is
also stabilized by the formation of three H-bond ladders,
located in the exterior, which are formed by stacked Thr
residues (T-ladders). Apart from further stabilizing the bsolenoid fold, the T-ladders facing outwards, composed of
highly invariant Thr residues (Fig. 2), most probably have
an additional role, since they may possibly serve as
potential O-glycosylation sites. Previous studies have
shown that the RPT domain of Pmel17 is heavily O-glycosylated [11]. This process has been inferred to be critical
for the ability of the protein to form amyloid fibrils [71].
Impressively, previous studies have shown that Thr stacking has also important functional implications in other bsolenoid AFPs, such as antifreeze proteins [72]. Consequently, it appears that the Thr residues, which occupy
highly conserved repeat positions (Fig. 2), retain both a
structural and functional role in the formation of RPT
amyloid fibrils.
The b-solenoid fold of the RPT domain supports
the presence of Pro residues
Excess of Pro residues has been extensively shown to
impart the unfolded state of proteins [26]. Although Pro
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residues frequently appear in protein repeats, studies propose that they can be accommodated in b-solenoid structures. This is accomplished by stacking of Pro residues,
resulting in the formation of favourable interactions
between their side chains [63]. Additionally, the structural
rigidity provided by the extensive H-bond network of bsolenoids may also compensate for the presence of several
Pro residues [26, 27, 29]. Pro residues have been previously proposed to serve in the containment of b-sheet
elongation, as in the case of human prion protein, another
AFP proposed to adopt a b-solenoid fold [73]. A similar
function is also seen in the RPT model. Specifically, both
the conserved Pro stack and individual Pro residues of the
RPT ensemble are protruding primarily at the exterior sides
of the b-solenoid structure, facilitating the formation of the
b-solenoid turns and serving in the containment of b-strand
extensions. The final repetitive segment, rich in Pro residues, most probably serves as a b-solenoid cap, whereas
the previous three C-terminal Pro-free units, are unconstrained and clearly favour a b-strand conformation
(Figs. 4, 5). Pro stacking has also been extensively associated with an important role in protein–protein interactions [74, 75]. Therefore, it is possible that these residues
may contribute in interactions between RPT monomers.
Finally, stacked Pro residues may also have an important
role in facilitating the O-glycosylation process of Pmel17,
as it has been previously suggested [76].
Stacking of Glu side chains is essential for the pHcontrolled formation of RPT amyloid fibrils
Detailed studies have previously postulated that the RPT
domain of Pmel17 forms amyloid fibrils only in acidic
environments (pH lower than 6) [23–25]. This has been
suggested to be part of an elaborate mechanism that protects Pmel17 from incorporating into fibrils, until it is
found in the acidic melanosome matrix (pH * 4.5–5.5).
Consequently, the highly invariant Glu residues of the RPT
domain (Fig. 2) have been proposed to vitally contribute in
this process [22, 25]. This notion is based on the fact that
the pKa values of Glu side chains in proteins correspond to
the 3.5–5.0 range. As a result, the Glu side chains are most
likely neutralized when found within the melanosome
matrix, thus promoting Pmel17 incorporation into amyloid
fibrils. Evidently, this is clearly supported by the modelled
structure proposed in our study. The Glu side chains stack
along the axis of the b-solenoid fold (Fig. 5). Presumably,
this could not be facilitated at neutral pH, since the Glu
side chains in close proximity would be repulsed. However,
under the acidic pH of the melanosome matrix, the Glu side
chains are neutralized. Moreover, since these side chains
are likely protonated [22], they most likely contribute in
the formation of an exterior H-bond ladder (E-ladder) that
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Fig. 5 An elegant pH-controlled mechanism for the b-solenoid RPT
assembly, verified by all-atom MD simulations. a The b-solenoid is
formed under acidic environmental conditions, in which the protruding conserved Glu residues of the RPT have protonated side chains.
The protonated and successively stacked Glu residues possibly
formulate an extra H-bond ladder in the molecular exterior side, thus
providing additional stability and rigidity to the b-solenoid fold.
b Under neutral conditions, the preformed b-solenoid fold is
disrupted, due to the strong repulsive interactions between the
negatively charged side chains of the otherwise stacked Glu residues,
in line with detailed experimental results suggesting that RPT preformed fibrils dissolve when relocated in neutral pH conditions.

Impressively, a major part of the RPT C-terminal segment remains
compact and retains the average initial fold, indicating the increased
stability and possible aggregation propensity of the region, in
agreement to detailed solid state NMR data highlighting this region
as the major part of the immobilized core of RPT amyloid fibrils. c A
salt bond is formed between residues K378 and E404 (shown in
sticks) and is retained through the MD timeframe, providing stability
in the overall b-solenoid fold, under acidic conditions. The RPT
repeat segments are colored successively in green and blue, whereas
the unstructured C-terminal cap is shown in yellow. The conserved
Glu residues that play a major part in the pH-mediated mechanism are
shown in sticks and highlighted in red

further stabilizes the b-solenoid structure (Fig. 5). In contrast, when found again under neutral conditions, the
repelling interactions of the Glu side chains should lead to
destabilization of the b-solenoid structure and therefore in
turn of the Pmel17 amyloid fibrils. This assumption is
validated by experimental evidence indicating that preformed RPT amyloid fibrils are dissolved when relocated
in neutral pH [23, 24].
In order to evaluate the proposed solenoid structure
against these observations, all-atom Molecular Dynamics
simulations were performed in low pH conditions, in which
all solvent exposed Asp and Glu residues in the model were
protonated, as well as in neutral pH, where the same residues were negatively charged. Simulation results propose
that side chain protonation in the Glu ladders helps the RPT
solenoid retain its stability. Throughout the 40 ns all-atom
simulation the model remains relatively unchanged, with
fluctuations observed mainly in its N- and C-termini and an
average RMSD value of 1.7 Å from the starting

conformation (Fig. S6). The solvent exposed, protonated
Glu side chains remain closely packed, favouring the formation of potential hydrogen bond ladders. The
intramolecular salt bond, formed between the Lys-378 and
Glu-404 side chains (considered as buried residues during
these simulations) is also retained throughout the simulation, indicating its important role in the stabilization of the
general b-solenoid fold. Proline stacking, as well as Gln
and Thr ladders are also retained. In contrast, simulations
with unprotonated Glu residues led to unfolding of the
solenoid within the first 20 ns, due to repulsive forces
between the charged side chains in the ladders. It should be
noted that unfolding is mainly observed for the 315–405
part of the solenoid that features stacking of Glu residues in
ladders. In contrast, the C-terminal 405–425 region retains
several of its b-solenoid properties (Figs. 5 and S7).
Interestingly, solid state NMR spectra from different
Pmel17 fibril populations show that this region contributes
the most to the immobilized fibril core [25]. The striking
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stability and compactness of this region may be a hint
towards its importance in the formation of Pmel17.
Moreover, the Lys-378–Glu-404 salt bond is no longer
retained. The fact that Glu-404 is located right next to the
border between the 315–405 and 405–425 regions of the
RPT domain might suggest that this interaction contributes
in stabilizing the b-solenoid fold of the less stable N-terminal region without, however, being sufficient to keep the
specific fold intact under the neutral pH conditions. In any
case, the observed disruptions in the solenoid structure,
proposed by the simulations, would be expected to lead to
disruptions in Pmel17 RPT aggregates, in line with
experimental observations.

important properties of biological adhesion surfaces.
Therefore, a b-solenoid fold would facilitate the formation
of the Pmel17 substrate, which is utterly important in
biosynthesis of melanin. In summary, our findings attempt
to provide structural information on the fold of the RPT
domain that may elucidate its important role in the elegant
and elaborate mechanism of Pmel17 amyloid fibril formation. Unveiling this reversible mechanism of functional
amyloid fibril formation is of great importance, since it
could shed some light in the underlined mechanisms
behind functional and pathological amyloid fibril formation
and have various potential applications in the field of nanobiotechnology or biomaterials.

A C-terminal capping mechanism possibly mediates
RPT amyloid fibril formation
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Several b-solenoid domains have been associated with
polymerization of AFPs into amyloid fibrils. This process
is usually facilitated by head-to-tail interactions between
exposed terminal coils, which eventually lead to the formation of fibrils with indeterminate length [29, 69].
Accumulating evidence reveals that polymerization is
interrupted, at most cases, by N- and C-terminal solenoid
capping [29, 69]. Frequently, this is facilitated by terminal
coils, introducing a high content in Pro or charged residues,
ending the H-bonding complementarity of b-solenoids [69,
70]. Interestingly, a similar mechanism is revealed for the
RPT domain. Residues close to the C-terminal part of the
RPT domain, contribute to the immobilized fibril core of
RPT amyloid fibrils [25], however, this process may be
mediated by the presence of the C-terminal repeat. As
stated previously, this segment exhibits characteristics of a
capping motif, since it is composed of several Pro residues
and negatively charged residues, a feature that is more or
less conserved between species (Fig. 2). Conclusively, this
segment may play an important role in mediating the formation of Pmel17 amyloid fibrils by preventing polymerization of the aggregation-prone C-terminal part of the RPT
domain, prior to cleavage of the Ma fragment, an essential
step in Pmel17 amyloid fibril formation [71].

Conclusions
Little is known regarding the three-dimensional structure
of the RPT domain of Pmel17. However, studies have
extensively associated this domain with the formation of
Pmel17 amyloid fibrils [19–25]. Our study provided
detailed evidence indicating that this repeat segment most
probably folds into a b-solenoid structure presenting all the
basic distinct properties of b-solenoids. The structural
rigidity and the wide, elongated surfaces of b-solenoids are
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